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SPAGHETTI PLAUSCH & FILM EVENING
AUGUSTA ESTATE 19th JANUARY 2019

What a fun-filled evening 24 of us had at the lovely venue of Augusta Estate. From start to finish,
it was one joyful and friendly event, starting off with the hilarious on-screen welcome from Fritz
captioned “Warning and Disclaimer” towards the catering being supplied!
On that note, one can only say that the 3 course meal was quite superb. We started off with
delightful spaghetti, cheese sauce and tasty chicken pieces, followed by a most wonderful main
course of so-well cooked spaghetti and a choice of 3 wonderful sauces – this was then followed
with a choice of 3 ice-creams and home-made Brownies. Of course, wine was also flowing.
Philippe took the opportunity to thank everyone for their hard work in setting up the room,
seating, supplying of screen and electronics and of course all the hard-working cooks i.e. Rolf &
Doreen, Fritz & Ruth, Lynne & Martin, Philippe and Andrea.
Prior to the film commencing popcorn was distributed to one and all, although after such an
enormous meal I think many folks took their packets home – unopened! A very kind gesture from
the Swiss Club.
The film commenced – a ‘tongue in cheek’ regarding the entry and permanent residency of NonSwiss into Switzerland – what the powers that be did to check up on foreigners, going into their
private lives etc., and was most amusing. HOWEVER, the final outcome must be labelled ‘Mystery
of the Evening’ as just 6 minutes or so prior to the end of the film it cut off!!! Fritz tried to work
his magic but to no avail – the film would not finish! So, dear Members if anyone is aware of the
outcome, do please let us know!
All in all, this was a lovely evening – here’s to the next one!
Kind regards

SHEILA

